**Sonic ART**

Sonic ART is our proprietary Bluetooth audio enhancement software suite. Providing excellent performance and efficiency, it’s suitable for a wide range of wireless audio applications.

*Integrated into our Amp’ed UP Stack and modules, for a ready-to-use solution!*
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**Features**

- A2DP/HFP profiles supported
- FLECS, *Frequency Lock and Error Concealment Sampling*
- Acoustic Echo Cancellation and Noise Reduction
- Low Latency Options
- Wide Band Speech

**Bluetooth Audio Development kits and Modules available!**

The Amp’ed RF Bluetooth Audio Evaluation Kit integrates the BT31 Bluetooth module and a high performance audio CODEC chip, the WM8904 from Wolfson. The BT31 is our Bluetooth v3.0, Class 1 module, with audio profiles and Sonic ART enhancement suite.